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1 The analysis tool identifies
losses caused by interlinked
manufacturing processes.

OPTIMIZATION OF INTERLINKED MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
DETECT DEPENDENCY LOSSES AND HIDDEN WASTE WITHIN
DISCRETE GOOD PRODUCTION
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Dependency analysis

Setup of the system

Tracking and feature extraction

Analysis and classifying causes of losses
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Services

In this respects it can be focused on perfor-

2 The „Smart System Optimiza-
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features the following functions:
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−	Analysis of the productivity of individual
processes and overall equipment effec-

allocates a cause. The software as-

Advantages

tiveness (OEE)
−	Analysis of dependencies of malfunctions

sesses whether these discrepancies
result in losses at the current or

Our analysis and evaluation system en-

other process steps. Hence produc-

between processes, error propagation, as
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tivity loss propagation is revealed

well as sensitivity of the tolerance chain
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and cause classification
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−	Analysis of the real automation level, as
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well as the need to monitor individual
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links these related losses to ways of
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increasing productivity and the necessary
effort to integrate them. Evaluation of
the amortisation of each remedial measure and a classification in short, middle
or long term implementation
−	Deduction of alternative production concepts to fully rectify the deficits identified
in the existing manufacturing system,
e.g. by using alternative manufacturing
technologies or configurations.

